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1938

•

“Techniques of investigation, systematic methods for finding and following
clues”

•
•
•

“False clues murder the story...”

•

“Galileo’s contribution was to destroy intuition, and replace it by a new
[formal] one”

Clues are often “strange, incoherent, and wholly unrelated”
“The method of reasoning directed by intuition was wrong and lead to false
ideas”

“"I believe that pipe smoking
contributes to a somewhat calm and
objective judgment in all human affairs”
Albert Einstein 1950.

“It is quite a three pipe problem, and I beg that
you won't speak to me for fifty minutes.”
Sherlock Holmes 1891
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Quantum Theory

Theory of Relativity

Energy and Matter
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Particles and Probability

Theory of Fields
Electricity and Magnetism

The Mechanical View
Motion and Heat

Time (non-uniform scale)

What is Evolutionary Theory?
• A Physics-like theory searching for
Laws?

• A Statistical/Inferential Theory like
2000

Bayesian learning or approximate
dynamic programming?

1990

• An algorithmic/computational

1930

• A dynamical process constrained by

optimization theory?

inheritance, mutation and selection?

1859

• A narrative, historical description of
life on earth structured by a plot
called natural selection.

Inheritance
Levels

Development Selection

Evolution of Theory

micro-

•

Blending Inheritance &
Genetic Inheritance

Biometricians versus mendelians

•

Balancing Selection &
the Neutral Theory

Selectionists versus neutralists

•

Group Selection & Kin
Selection

Levels of selection debate

•

Phyletic Gradualism &
Punctuated Equilibrium

Micro versus Macroevolutionists

Nature of Inheritance
Intuition - Continuous inheritance
False Clue - Quantitative traits
Anomalous Observation - Discrete traits
Techniques of Investigation - Statistics/Biometry

“Crossing plays a very important part
in nature keeping individuals in the same
species..true and uniform to character” (1842)

“Natura non facit saltum”

Autosomal
dominant

Autosomal
recessive

Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium
p(A) = p; p(a) = q
2
2
p + 2pq + q = 1

de Finnetti diagram with
1 bi-allellic loci

•

The correlation among relatives on the
supposition of Mendelian Inheritance
(1918)

•

Rejected From Proceedings Royal
Society

•

Published in Royal Society of Edinburgh

Ronald Alymer Fisher

“several attempts have been made to interpret
the well-established results of biometry with
the Mendelian scheme of inheritance”

“For stature the coefficient of correlation between
brothers is .54... It is not sufficient to ascribe this last
residue (46%) to the effects of the environment”

•
•

Introduced the concept of Variance etc.

σz = σx2 + σy2

“The simplest hypothesis is
that...features are determined by many
Mendelian factors” from heterozygous
parents, and many of these factors
interact “non-additively”

σz =

N
�

−
σi2 + f (→
σ j\N )

i

Ronald Alymer Fisher

•

Dominance is often incomplete in
heterozygotes - leaving around 5% for
the environment
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Paradoxes of Selection
and Dominance
Intuition - Selection Preserves Variability
False Clue - Balancing Selection
Anomalous Observation - Rampant polymorphism
Techniques of Investigation - Diffusion theory/Neutral
Theory

Heterosis/Overdominance
w(Aa) = 1
w(AA) = 1 − sA
w(aa) = 1 − sa

Polymorphism
maintained by high
mortality

sA
q̄a =
sa + sA
sA sa
w̄ = 1 −
sA + sa

30% sub-saharan Africa

The Paradox of Excessive Electrophoretic
Allozyme Polymorphism
Lewonting & Hubby 1966
30% of 18 loci polymorphic

sA sa
w̄ = 1 −
sA + sa

Neutral & Near
Neutral Theory

Motoo Kimura

•

“Genetic Variability maintained in
a finite population due to
mutational production of neutral
and nearly neutral
isoalleles” (1968)

•

If the possible number of alleles
is large, the effective number
observed will be:

ne = 4Ne µ + 1
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Individuality & Levels of
Selection
Intuition - Individuals as evolutionary units
False Clue - Mendelian segregation
Anomalous Observation - Altruism
Techniques of Investigation - Stochastic Processes/Kin
selection

“Objections to the theory of natural
selection and instinct: neuter and sterile insects”

“selection may be applied to the family, as well
as the individual and may thus gain the desired end”

Greater generality arrived at through
observational anomalies
“Clues are often strange, incoherent, and wholly unrelated”

Kin/Group Selection
ng = 5

n=4
λ

λ

ri = f (πi )
q

dri,A
dt
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Kin/group Selection
•

b/c > 1/r

• r:thatprobability
two genes

are identical by
sampling from
ancestors

ng
r≈
n + ng
William Hamilton
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Micro versus Macro
Evolution
Intuition (1) - Macro is an average over Micro
Intuition (2) - Macro is distinct from Micro
False Clue - Pessimistic interpretation of Fossil Record
Anomalous Observation - Optimistic interpretation
Techniques of Investigation - Stochastic Processes/
Dynamical Systems/EvoDevo

An alternative to Phyletic Gradualism
Eldredge & Gould 1972

"Geology assuredly does not reveal any such finelygraduated organic chain; and this, perhaps, is the
most obvious and serious objection which can
be urged against the theory. The explanation lies, as
I believe, in the extreme imperfection of the geological
record." (1859)

“stasis is data”

“but is this not what
we expect?”

"...and lastly, although each species must have passed
through numerous transitional stages, it is probable
that the periods, during which each underwent
modification, though many and long as
measured by years, have been short in
comparison with the periods during which each
remained in an unchanged condition. ...He who
rejects this view of the imperfection of the geological
record, will rightly reject the whole theory. For he may ask
in vain where are the numberless transitional links which
must formerly have connected the closely allied or
representative species, found in successive stages of the
same great formation?" (1859)

Macroevolution is
driven by macromutation
& species selection

“That reminds me of
Mendel & Bateson”
“Do you have any
evidence?”

“there appears to be no basis for
Davidson and Erwin's claim that the
processes producing higher level clades
differ from those creating lower level
clades, or that different types of genetic
change apply to different taxonomic
levels”
Coyne (2006)

"different levels of change that have
occurred in evolution are imperfectly
reflected at different levels of Linnean
classification," ... "these inhomogeneous
events have been caused by architectural
alterations in different locations in the
underlying GRNs"
Davidson & Erwin (2006)
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Challenging the Foundations
Evo Devo
Niche Construction
Culture
Mind
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An End to Endless Forms: Epistasis, Phenotype
Distribution Bias, and Nonuniform Evolution
Elhanan Borenstein1,2*, David C. Krakauer2
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Abstract
Studies of the evolution of development characterize the way in which gene regulatory dynamics during ontogeny
constructs and channels phenotypic variation. These studies have identified a number of evolutionary regularities: (1)
phenotypes occupy only a small subspace of possible phenotypes, (2) the influence of mutation is not uniform and is often
canalized, and (3) a great deal of morphological variation evolved early in the history of multicellular life. An important
implication of these studies is that diversity is largely the outcome of the evolution of gene regulation rather than the
emergence of new, structural genes. Using a simple model that considers a generic property of developmental maps—the
interaction between multiple genetic elements and the nonlinearity of gene interaction in shaping phenotypic traits—we
are able to recover many of these empirical regularities. We show that visible phenotypes represent only a small fraction of
possibilities. Epistasis ensures that phenotypes are highly clustered in morphospace and that the most frequent phenotypes
are the most similar. We perform phylogenetic analyses on an evolving, developmental model and find that species become
more alike through time, whereas higher-level grades have a tendency to diverge. Ancestral phenotypes, produced by early
developmental programs with a low level of gene interaction, are found to span a significantly greater volume of the total
phenotypic space than derived taxa. We suggest that early and late evolution have a different character that we classify into
micro- and macroevolutionary configurations. These findings complement the view of development as a key component in
the production of endless forms and highlight the crucial role of development in constraining biotic diversity and
evolutionary trajectories.
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Diversity, Dilemmas, and Monopolies of Niche Construction

Introduction

of robustness mechanisms which seek to preserve functional
phenotypes in the face of environmental and genetic variation
[1,2]. Degeneracy has the effect of hiding genotypes from the
selective process and rendering a large portion of potential
phenotypes inaccessible. This is an architectural constraint
that
David C. Krakauer,1,* Karen M. Page,2 and Douglas H. Erwin1,3
limits available variation and adaptive capacity, with potentially
dramatic effects on the trajectory of the evolutionary process.
Whereas evolutionary search over the space of frequently
generated phenotypes is in strict
with neo-darwinian
1. accordance
Santa Fe Institute,
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501;
Niche Construction and Ecological Monopolies
theory (population genetics for example), the sparse distribution of
2. Department of Mathematics, University College London, Gower
the phenotypic space has implications for large scale patterns of
A
multitude
of selection processes impinge on organisms,
Street,
WC1Ethrough
6BT, United
evolutionary change, and this can
only London
be appreciated
the Kingdom;
modifying their replication rates, death rates, and popu3. Department
Paleobiology,
introduction into the evolutionary
dynamic of aofsuitable
model ofMRC-121, National Museum of
lation densities. Through evolutionary time, species have
Natural History, Washington, DC 20013
development.
Developmental mappings are generally extremely complex.
increased their control over environmental feedback to
Januaryof29,hierarchical
2008; Accepted May 30, 2008;
This complexity derives fromSubmitted
a combination
increase or stabilize their abundance. The acquisition of
regulation, multi-gene control, Electronically
epistasis, and published
pleiotropy.
A large 5, 2008
December
such adaptations may also increase the diversity of these
body of work examines the statistical and dynamical properties of
clades through time. There are, broadly speaking, two
developmental maps in simple systems,
focusing on neutrality
and
Online enhancements:
appendixes.
strategies available to achieve increased environmental
neutral networks of RNA [3–5] and on gene regulatory networks
in multicellular development [6–8]. These studies have generated
control. One is to reduce the dependence of organisms on
interest among paleontologists inquiring into the origin and
environmental factors by increasing the number of traits
diversification of body plans [9–11] and have lead to the

The tremendous diversity of shapes and forms observed in
nature is truly remarkable and yet it represents only a small
fraction of the ‘space’ of the possible. One reason for this is that the
space of possible genotypes has been incompletely sampled over
the course of the history of life on earth. If we consider the
astronomical volume of the genotypic space, then the set of all
DNA strands that were ever produced during earth history
constitute a tiny fraction of the total sequence space. Moreover,
the genotypes that have existed are the result of an evolutionary
process—descent with modification from a common ancestor—
which is a locally-delimited generative process. Phenotypic
diversity is further constrained by another process, one intrinsic
to the manufacture of adaptive varieties, the developmental
mechanisms that determine the mapping of genotypes into
phenotypes.
Development induces a non-linear and highly degenerate
mapping from gene-space to phenotype space, whereby many
genotypes produce similar (or identical) phenotypes, and concomitantly, ensuring that there are many phenotypes that cannot be
generated by any genotype. This arises from both neutral genetic
properties of the developmental dynamic, and from the evolution
PLoS Computational Biology | www.ploscompbiol.org
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abstract: The behavior of organisms can contribute to the transOctober 2008formation
| Volume 4of| their
Issue environments.
10 | e1000202 When organismal impacts on the
environment feed back to influence organismal density, viability, fertility, or persistence, the environment can be construed as an extension of the organism. This process of fitness-enhancing 1environmental transformation has been called niche construction. We focus
on the relationship of niche construction with species or strain di3
versity and on the variability of investment in niche construction
versus reproduction. We demonstrate a fundamental dilemma of
niche construction, whereby the construction of a shared5resource
leads to a tragedy of the commons, with competition tending to
eliminate niche construction strategies. The ability to monopolize a
7
niche, either through spatial proximity or through preferential exploitation, can stabilize niche construction and promote ecological
coexistence among polymorphic constructors. We consider
9 both
sympatric and allopatric origins of niche construction. Under a variety of different construction mechanisms, variability in the invest11
ment in niche construction versus reproduction suggests reproductive altruism but is fully consistent with selfish behavior. We discuss
the implications of niche-construction theory on the evolution
of
13
life cycles and development, behavioral plasticity, the division of
labor, and long-term macroevolutionary trends.

15

Keywords: niche construction, extended phenotypes, ecosystem en17
gineering, evodevo, diversity, division of labor.
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that insulate them from uncertainties in the environment.
A second strategy is to exercise greater control over the
environment by evolving features that influence environJournal of Theoretical Biology ] (]]]]) ]]]– ]]]
mental factors (Odling-Smee et al. 2003). In the latter case,
organisms invest in traits that are associated with the construction of a niche that behaves somewhat like an ex- Contents lists available at ScienceDirect
tended phenotype (Dawkins 1978). The evolutionary “decision” between investing in a highly monopolistic niche
(e.g., the phenotype) or the free market of niche construction ultimately depends on the source and magnitude of
variation for each and the degree of control that can be
exerted over (in the case of niche construction)journal
increas- homepage: www.elsevier.com/locate/yjtbi
ingly distant spatial and temporal processes. We also distinguish niche construction, wherein feedback influences
the selective regime of the species itself (Odling-Smee et
al. 2003), from ecosystem engineering, wherein adaptations, behaviors, and by-products of species activities can
influence the fitness of multiple species without implying
a benefit to the constructor (Jones et al. 1997; Wright
2006).

Journal of Theoretical Biology

Developmental autonomy and somatic niche construction promotes robust
cell fate decisions
a,b,c
Anya
K. Bershad
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A Functional
and Mechanistic, Classification
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Chase and Leibold 2002). The niche concept is largely
associated with the work of Grinnell (1917), Elton ([1927]

The Future (or at least the next lecture):
Evolution and Cognition
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Replicator Equation
n genomes

¯
ġi = gi (ri − f )
where f¯ =

n
�
i

ri gi and cij = 1

Game Dynamical Eq.
¯
ġi = gi (ri (g) − f )
Payoﬀ Matrix P = [pij ]
with linear payoffs:
n
�

ri (g) =

gj pij

j

Replicator-Mutator
Equation
n

ġi =

2
�
j

¯
gj rj (g)mij − gi f

mij = µ

H(i,j)

(1 − µ)

L−H(i,j)

The Price Equation
Ė[p] = Cov(r, p) + E[ṗ] + E[r∆m p]

Adaptive Dynamics Eq.
�
�
dx
1 2
δf (x , x) ��
= µσ N̄ (x)
�
�
dt
2
δx
x� =x
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